
 
 

Books for Lunch Bunch recommendations 
 

 Although Books for Lunch didn’t meet in July, everyone kept reading. Last week, the 
group met again to discuss what they liked (or not). Here are some reading tips in no particular 
order. 
 Ruth read The Storyteller’s Secret by Sajal Badani, a novel. Interesting side note:  This 
book is listed as being in a subgenre I’ve never seen specified before, but it is a thing – Cultural 
Heritage Fiction. That means not precisely historical fiction, but fiction focusing on discovering 
more about one’s heritage. In this well-reviewed case, the protagonist is a New York City 
journalist beset by personal problems. She decides to go to India to explore her family’s history.  
 Ruth also began reading Mrs. Everything by Jennifer Wiener but gave it up as “too 
fluffy.” Most of us want even our fluffier reading to have a bit of substance to it. Her 
suggestion? Skip. 
 Carol is one of a number of the Books for Lunch bunch to have taken up reading the 
Maisy Dobbs series by Jacqueline Winspear. A good collection of fifteen books awaits you if 
you’re ready for a new series. English author Winspear’s series is noted for historical accuracy 
as well as its excellent character development of the quirky detective, Maisy Dobbs.  
 Carol also read an interesting non-fiction book – Madame Fourcade’s Secret War by 
Lynn Olson, and the subtitle says everything you need to know if this is the book for you: “The 
Daring Young Woman Who Led France’s Biggest Spy Network Against Hitler.”  
 Deb read a lot of books including the Lin-Manuel Miranda book, Hamilton, which she 
highly recommends for its history and for anyone wanting to see the play or listen to the music. 
(Of course, we still have the definitive biography of Hamilton by Ron Chernow on the shelves.) 
Deb also read the book that put author Ann Rule on the map, The Stranger Beside Me, about 
Ted Bundy. It set the bar on true crime books. And interestingly, the University of Vermont is 
requiring its incoming first year students to read Between the World and Me by Ta Nahisi-
Coates, so Deb read it along with her son who is on his way to Vermont. No less a literary light 
than Toni Morrison said that this book should be required reading about issues of race in the 
United States.  
 Sharon and I both read a book not so new, but you can’t read them all when they’re 
new. Eleanor Oliphant Is Perfectly Fine is a quirky, fun, and poignant read. Sharon also picked 
up The Agony and the Ecstasy, which she loved. 



 Judy read The Moon and Six-Pence, a classic by W. Somerset Maugham. What a 
wonderful author to pick up. She also recommends The Delaney Sisters First Hundred Years by 
two sisters who recount their long lives together (non-fiction). 
 Susan, who is one of our experts on creepy, read Gretchen by Shannon Kirk, and says 
that it is indeed “very creepy, almost farcically so.” I just downloaded it free (included with 
Amazon Prime).  
 A few other highlights:  Pam says Melinda Gates’ The Moment of Lift is a must read. 
Andrea is happy to find Louise Penny’s Gamache books on the shelf here, so she can continue 
the series. (I’ve never heard anyone say they disliked those books.) Sue recommends Rising Out 
of Hatred (true story about a reformed white nationalist), and Leila liked The Extraordinary Life 
of Sam Hill, which the NYT likens to a John Irving book.  
 We either have these books or can get them for you or just come browse and see what 
strikes your fancy. We have you covered. 
 See you at the Library! 
 
Upcoming Events:  Summer Reading events are over, but you still have time to finish your 
Bingo cards, up through Monday, August 26, to be eligible for prize drawings. The Library is 
grateful to the many sponsors of Summer Reading.  


